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Abstract

We characterize the classes of functions computable

by uniform log-depth (NC1) and polylog-depth circuit

families as closures of a set of base functions. (The

former is equivalent to ALOGTIME, the latter to poly-

logarithmic space.) The closures involve the \safe"

composition of Bellantoni and Cook as well as a safe

\divide and conquer" recursion; a simple change to

the de�nition of the latter distinguishes between log

and polylog depth. The proofs proceed, in one direc-

tion, by showing that safe composition and divide-

and-conquer recursion preserve growth rate and circuit

depth bounds, and in the other, by simulating alter-

nating Turing machines with divide-and-conquer re-

cursion.

1 Introduction

Much of the history of the study of polynomial-

time computability has been informed by Cobham's

elegant characterization in [9] of the polynomial-time

functions as the closure of certain simple functions un-

der composition and a form of recursion. Speci�cally,

Cobham's \bounded recursion on notation" iterates a

number of times equal not to the integer value of some

parameter x, but rather to jxj, the length of x when

written in binary notation, and also requires that the

function computed by such recursion grow no faster

than some pre-existing function, i.e. no faster than

some function de�ned by composition of base func-

tions alone. This bounding requirement e�ectively

obliges anyone using bounded recursion on notation

to accompany every use thereof with a proof that the

function so de�ned has only polynomial growth rate.
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ported by NSF/�CSAV grant INT- 8914569. Further work was
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Bellantoni and Cook, in [3], present an alterna-

tive characterization of polynomial-time-computable

functions which omits the bounding requirement and

instead distinguishes syntactically between \normal"

function parameters and \safe" ones, on which a re-

stricted set of operations are permitted. Most impor-

tantly, recursion is permitted only on \normal" pa-

rameters, while each step of that recursion must treat

the results of previous steps as safe. Thus the func-

tion iterated at each step can be computed in time and

space bounds depending only on x, not on the recur-

sive de�nition. As a result, the size bounds on func-

tions hold automatically rather than being a separate

and inconvenient stipulation in the recursion scheme.

Other researchers have used similar techniques

to Cobham's to describe space-bounded and par-

allel complexity classes such as NC1, which com-

prises problems solvable by log-depth, constant-fanin

Boolean circuits and which is equivalent to O(log)

time on an alternating Turing machine; NC, the prob-

lems solvable by polylog-depth, polynomial-size cir-

cuits; and ACk, the problems solvable by logk-depth,

polynomial-size, polynomial-fanin circuits. Lind, in

[11], gave a characterization of logspace, and Allen [1]

a characterization of NC, both (like Cobham) explic-

itly bounding the growth rates of functions de�ned in

their systems. Compton and LaFlamme [10] present

a functional characterization of uniform NC1, relying

on a polynomial size bound implicit in their �nite-

models approach. Clote, in [7], introduced a scheme of

concatenation recursion on notation that corresponds

to computing each bit of a function in parallel, and

characterized uniform NC1 by combining concatena-

tion recursion on notation with a somewhat unnatural

tree-evaluation function. A more elegant characteri-

zation, in [8], replaces the tree-evaluation function by

Cobham-style recursion on notation with a constant

(rather than polynomial) bound.

By combining Bellantoni & Cook's \safe parame-



ters" technique with Allen's \divide and conquer" re-

cursion, we have avoided both explicit size bounds and

unnatural base functions, and characterized both al-

ternating log time (ALOGTIME, or uniform NC1)

and alternating polylog time (or uniform polylog-

depth circuits, or polylog space). In addition, the

close similarity between these two characterizations

may shed light on the di�erence between the corre-

sponding complexity classes.

Section 2 de�nes the terminology, recursion

schemes, and functions used in this paper. Section 3

states and proves the characterization ofNC1; most of

this section is concerned with simulating the compu-

tation of a machine within our function algebra. Sec-

tion 4 states and proves the similar characterization

of functions computable by uniform logO(1)-depth cir-

cuits. Finally, Section 5 compares our methods with

previous ones and discusses directions for further re-

search.

2 De�nitions

We shall think of our data not as natural numbers

but primarily as �nite strings over the alphabet � =

f0; 1g. Such strings will however often be interpreted

as binary numbers, treating the rightmost symbol as

least signi�cant; by convention, the rightmost symbol

of a string will be called bit 0, the second-rightmost

bit 1, and so on. We use the symbol � to denote the

empty string.

We de�ne, not within the system but purely for

notational convenience, the following functions:

jxj = the number of bits in a string x, or

dlog(x+ 1)ewhen thinking of x

as a number

Bit(i; x) = the bit in position i of x,

treating i as a number

We'll also frequently use dlog(x)e, which has the use-

ful property that whenever x > 1, dlog(dx=2e)e =

dlog(x)e � 1.

We now de�ne a set of base functions. Following

[3], we shall distinguish between \normal" and \safe"

parameters of a function by writing the function with

all normal parameters �rst, separated by a semicolon

from the safe parameters, e.g. f(x; y; z).

De�nition 1 Let BASE denote the following set of

functions:

�
i;j
k (x1; : : : ; xi;xi+1; : : : ; xi+j) = xk;

the projection functions,

�; 0; 1 constants

MSP (;x; y) = the leftmost jxj :� jyj bits of x

(\most signi�cant part")

LSP (;x; y) = the rightmost jyj bits of x, with

jyj :� jxj leading zeroes

(\least signi�cant part")

Cond(; b; u; v) =

�
LSP (;u;max(u; v)) if b is odd

LSP (; v;max(u; v)) if b is even

(treating b as a number)

Conc(;x; y) = the concatenation of x and y

Bh(;x) = the rightmost djxj=2e bits of x

(\back half")

Fh(;x) = the leftmost bjxj=2c bits of x

(\front half")

Not(;x) = the one's complement of x

Or(;x; y) = the bitwise OR of x and y,

with the length of the longer

Ins0(;x) = x with a 0 inserted after each bit

Ins1(;x) = x with a 1 inserted after each bit

Example: Ins0(; 0110) = 00101000. Of course,

Ins1(;x) is redundant: it could be de�ned as

Not(; Ins0(;Not(;x))).

Note that each BASE function is de�ned in such a

way that the length of the output is a simple function

of the lengths of the inputs, to avoid worries about

circuit uniformity. (This is the reason for the LSP 's

in the de�nition of Cond: the answer u or v is padded

to a uniform length that will hold either.)

As we shall be using these BASE functions heavily,

we shall often omit the semicolon from those that take

only safe parameters for the sake of readability.

De�nition 2 (Bellantoni & Cook) We say func-

tion f(~x; ~y) is de�ned by safe composition from

functions g(x1 : : : xr; y1 : : : ys), u1(~x; ) : : : ur(~x; ), and

v1(~x; ~y) : : : vs(~x; ~y) if

f(~x; ~y) = g(u1(~x; ) : : : ur(~x; ); v1(~x; ~y) : : : vs(~x; ~y)

Note that, according to this de�nition, a safe param-

eter to f can never be used as a normal parameter to

any of the u's or v's, nor can it a�ect the normal pa-

rameters of g. However, a normal parameter to f can

be passed into a safe position by using a projection



function for one of the v's. This \trap-door" e�ect

will also be preserved by our recursion schemes.

De�nition 3 (Bellantoni & Cook) A function

f(z; ~x; ~y) is de�ned by safe recursion on notation from

functions g(~x; ~y), h0(z; ~x;u; ~y), and h1(z; ~x;u; ~y) if

f(0; ~x; ~y) = g(~x; ~y)

f(si(z); ~x; ~y) = hi(z; ~x; f(z; ~x; ~y); ~y)

for si(z) 6= 0

where si(z) = 2z + i, for i = 0; 1.

When a function accepts a parameter as \safe" it

e�ectively promises not to use that parameter to con-

trol the depth of a recursion. (So what is \safe" from

the caller's point of view might better be called \sen-

sitive" from that of the called function.) All else being

equal, then, a function which can make that promise

is more powerful than one which cannot. For exam-

ple, the concatenation function could be de�ned as

Conc(x; y; ), Conc(x; y), or Conc(;x; y). Although all

three compute exactly the same value, the third is the

most exible, and choosing it over the others to in-

clude in BASE will prove crucial in showing size and

time bounds.

The major di�erence between the present system

and that of [3] is the replacement of their scheme of

\safe recursion on notation" by various forms of \safe

divide-and-conquer recursion". Divide-and-conquer

recursion (splitting a large datum into two pieces of

roughly equal size, and recursing on both) is familiar

to every computer scientist, but to the author's knowl-

edge its �rst use to characterize a complexity class

functionally was in [1], where the following scheme,

which Allen calls \polynomial size branching recur-

sion", is used to build algebraic characterizations of

logspace and NC. (A cosmetically di�erent recursion

scheme was called \limited recursion" in [4] and \up-

ward tree recursion" in [10].)

De�nition 4 (Allen, modi�ed for our notation)

A function f(y; ~x) is de�ned by polynomial size

branching recursion from functions g and h with poly-

nomial size bound p(n) if

f(y; ~x) =

8<
:
g(y; ~x) if jyj � 1

h(y; ~x;

f(Fh(y); ~x); f(Bh(y); ~x))

if jyj > 1

and for all a;~b,

jf(a;~b)j � p
�
jaj+

X
j~bj
�

We shall make similar de�nitions, but by distinguish-

ing between normal and safe parameters we can dis-

pense with the explicit size bound p.

De�nition 5 A function f(z; b; ~x; ~y) is said to be

de�ned by safe divide-and-conquer recursion (hence-

forth safe DCR) from functions g(z; ~x; ~y) and

h(z; ~x;u1; u2; ~y) if

f(z; b; ~x; ~y) =

=

8>><
>>:
g(z; ~x; ~y) if jzj � max(jbj; 1)
h(z; ~x; ~y;

f(Fh(; z); b; ~x; ~y);

f(Bh(; z); b; ~x; ~y))

if jzj > jbj

Note: One di�culty in \programming" with DCR

is that each leaf of the binary computation tree com-

putes the same function of (for the most part) the

same data, distinguished only by the portion of z each

is given. If the recursion were required to proceed un-

til jzj � 1, a more obvious de�nition, there could be

only constantly many (i.e. j�j+1) distinct leaf values

in the whole tree, and we might expect safe DCR to

de�ne di�erent classes of functions depending on the

size of the alphabet. Specifying b, and hence when

the recursion is to bottom out, allows leaves to be dis-

tinguished by larger data structures than a single bit,

which appears necessary in order to prove the main

theorems. We maximize jbj with 1 because if jbj = 0,

the recursion goes into an in�nite loop by repeatedly

�nding Bh(1) = 1.

Example: Using safe DCR, we can de�ne a function

COPY (x; y) which concatenates jxj copies of y (and

hence has the same growth rate as the \smash" oper-

ator #, de�ned by x#y = 2jxj�jyj).

COPY (x; y) =

=

8>><
>>:
� if jxj = 0

y if jxj = 1

Conc(COPY (Fh(x); y);

COPY (Bh(x); y))

if jxj > 1

or more formally,

COPY (x; y) = aux(x; 1; y)

aux(x; b; y) =

=

8<
:
g(x; y) if jxj � max(jbj; 1)
Conc(; aux(Fh(;x); y);

aux(Bh(;x); y))

if jxj > jbj

g(x; y) = Cond(;Fh(;Conc(; 1; x)); y; �)

The Fh(;Conc(; 1; x)) in the de�nition of g allows

us to distinguish between the cases jxj = 0 and jxj = 1.

Aside from this, the formal de�nition is obvious and

unilluminating; henceforth we shall usually give such

de�nitions by DCR in the �rst, less formal manner.



Applying safe DCR to this in turn yields the fol-

lowing:

#3(x; y; ) =

=

8<
:
1 if jxj = 0

y if jxj = 1

COPY (y; #3(Fh(x); y; )) if jxj > 1

This function has the property j#3(x; y)j = jyjjjxjj.
This gives the above function the growth rate

2jjxjj�(jjyjj+O(1)), e�ectively the same as that of the #3

operator de�ned by x#3y = 2jxj#jyj.

De�nition 6

A function f(z; b; ~x; ~y) is de�ned by very safe DCR

from functions g(z; ~x; ~y) and h(; z; ~x; ~y; u1; u2) if

f(z; b; ~x; ~y) =

=

8>><
>>:
g(z; ~x; ~y) if jzj � max(jbj; 1)
h(; z; ~x; ~y;

f(Fh(; z); b; ~x; ~y);

f(Bh(; z); b; ~x; ~y))

if jzj > jbj

Note: This di�ers from safe DCR in that safe DCR

allows the iterated function h to itself be de�ned by

iteration, so long as said iteration does not depend on

the results of previous calls to h; in very safe DCR, the

iterated function takes no normal parameters whatso-

ever, and thus cannot be de�ned by iteration at all.

For example, the above de�nition of COPY is actu-

ally very safe, but the de�nition of #3 is not (in fact,

we prove in Lemma 15 that #3 cannot be de�ned by

very safe DCR).

De�nition 7 sc(BASE), the \safe closure of

BASE", denotes the simultaneous closure of the BASE

functions under safe composition and safe DCR.

De�nition 8 vsc(BASE), the \very safe closure of

BASE", denotes the simultaneous closure of the BASE

functions under safe composition and very safe DCR.

It is often useful to be able to combine a constant

number of values into a tuple. If all the values ~x are

guaranteed to be the same length, this can be easily

done. Let Z be the string of zeroes of the same length

as each of the x's, then de�ne a family of combining

and extracting functions as follows:

De�nition 9

COMB1(;x) = x

COMB2i(;x1; : : : x2i) =

= Conc(COMBi(;x1; : : : xi);

COMBi(;xi+1; : : : x2i))

for i > 0

COMB2i+1(;x1; : : : x2i+1) =

= Conc(COMBi(;x1; : : : xi+1);

COMBi(;xi+2; : : : x2i+1; Z))

for i > 0

EXTR1
1(; y) = y

EXTRi
k(; y) =

=

(
EXTRi

dk=2e(;Fh(y)) if i � dk=2e

EXTR
i�dk=2e
dk=2e (;Bh(y)) if i > dk=2e

Thus EXTRi
k(;COMBk(; a1 : : : ak)) = ai for all

1 � i � k.

De�nition 10 A collection of functions

f1(z; b; ~x; ~y); : : : fk(z; b; ~x; ~y) is said to be de�ned by

simultaneous, safe divide-and-conquer recursion from

functions h1; : : : hk and g1; : : : gk if for all i � k,

fi(z; b; ~x; ~y) =

=

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

gi(z; ~x; ~y)

if jzj � max(jbj; 1)
hi(z; ~x; ~y;

f1(Fh(z); b; ~x; ~y) : : : fk(Fh(z); b; ~x; ~y);

f1(Bh(z); b; ~x; ~y) : : : fk(Bh(z); b; ~x; ~y))

if jzj > jbj

The de�nition of simultaneous, very safe divide-

and-conquer recursion is identical, except that all pa-

rameters to the hi's are treated as safe.

Lemma 11 If for all b; ~x; ~y; i; j we have jgi(z; ~x; ~y)j =
jgj(z; ~x; ~y)j for jzj � jbj, and if the equations

(ju1j = : : : = jukj) ^ (jv1j = : : : = jvk j)
imply jhi(z; ~x; ~y; ~u;~v)j = jhj(z; ~x; ~y; ~u;~v)j, and if

g1 : : : gk; h1 : : : hk 2 sc(BASE), and if functions ~f are

de�ned by simultaneous, safe DCR from ~g and ~h, then

~f � sc(BASE)

That is, under these equal-length conditions, simul-

taneous safe DCR can be simulated by ordinary safe

DCR.

A similar lemma holds for vsc(BASE).

Note: The equal-length hypothesis could be weak-

ened considerably, but this form of the lemma is easy

to prove, and su�ces for our purposes.

Proof for either sc(BASE) or vsc(BASE): The hy-

potheses of equal length, by an obvious induction, im-

ply jfi(z; b; ~x; ~y)j = jfj(z; b; ~x; ~y)j for all z; b; ~x; ~y; i; j.
Using the tuple-coding functions COMB and EXTR,

we can de�ne a single function F (z; b; ~x; ~y) as the en-

coding of the tuple f1(z; b; ~x; ~y); : : : fk(z; b; ~x; ~y). That

is, given the value of a recursive call to F , we extract

each fi with EXTRi
k, then apply the appropriate h's



and combine the results with COMBk.

Many of the results herein concern circuit families.

All circuit families in this paper are uniform in the

strong, UE sense of [12]: if the circuit family has size

Z(n), the extended connection language of the circuits

can be recognized by a deterministic Turing machine

in time log(Z(n)). That is, paths in polynomial-sized

circuits can be recognized in deterministic O(log(n))

time, and paths in 2polylog-sized circuits can be rec-

ognized in deterministic polylog time. Our circuits

may contain gates computing the constants 0 and 1,

negation, two-input AND, and two-input OR. Circuits

that compute functions (as opposed to relations) are

assumed to be multi-output.

De�nition 12 If f(~x; ~y) is a function with normal

and safe inputs as speci�ed, and ~a and ~b are suitable

tuples of numbers, and A is an alternating algorithm

that computes f 's bit-graph, then dA[~a;~b] is the time,

maximized over all i < jf(~a;~b)j, necessary to compute

bit i of f(~a;~b) by alternating algorithm A.

Similarly, if F is a circuit family that computes f 's

bit-graph, then dF [~a;~b] is the depth, maximized over

all bit positions i < jf(~a;~b)j, of the circuit applicable

to inputs ~a and ~b and bit position i.

Again, if F is a multi-output circuit family that

computes f , then dF [~a;~b] is the depth of the circuit

applicable to inputs ~a and ~b.

Note, in all these cases, that d[~a;~b] depends only on

the lengths of ~a and ~b, not on their values.

De�nition 13 If f(~x; ~y) is computable by uniform,

polynomial-size, multi-output circuit family F , and

there is a constant c such that for all ~a;~b we have

dF [~a;~b] � c�max(log(j~aj; j~bj)), then we say f 2 FNC1.

Similarly, if there is a constant c such that for all

~a;~b we have dF [~a;~b] � c, then we say f 2 FNC0.

3 Characterizing Uniform NC
1

Theorem 14 The following are equivalent:

1. f(~x; ) 2 vsc(BASE)

2. f(~x; ) 2 FNC1

3. the set f(i; b; ~x)jBit(i; f(~x; )) = bg is recognized

by an alternating O(log)-time machine, and f has

polynomial growth rate.

Proof : We �rst prove that (1) implies that f

has polynomial growth rate (Lemma 15) and can

be computed bitwise by log-depth, uniform circuits

(Lemma 17); (2) follows from these two facts. The

equivalence (2 () 3) is a result of Ruzzo [12]. And

we prove (3 ) 1) by simulating an arbitrary ALOG-

TIME machine in vsc(BASE) (Lemma 19), then sim-

ulating polynomial-length comprehension (Lemma 23)

to build the function f from its bit-graph.

Lemma 15 If f(~x; ~y) 2 vsc(BASE), then there is a

polynomial pf with nonnegative coe�cients such that

jf(~x; ~y)j � pf (j~xj) �max(j~yj; 1)

Note: The 1 is included to make things behave prop-

erly in case there are no \safe" parameters ~y, or they're

all zero-length.

Corollary 16 If f(; ~y) 2 vsc(BASE), then f has lin-

ear growth rate.

This corollary is in fact the key to the proof, since

the iterated function in very safe DCR must have no

normal parameters: when a function of growth rate

n 7! kn is iterated log(jzj) times, the result has length

klog(jzj)n
:
= jzjlog(k)n, which is polynomial.

Proof : The fastest-growing functions in BASE are

Conc(;x; y), Ins0(;x; y), and Ins1(;x; y).

jConc(;x; y)j = jxj+ jyj

� 2 �max(jxj; jyj)

so they satisfy the statement of the Lemma with

pf � 2; Ins0 and Ins1 are similar. All the remain-

ing BASE functions have output no longer than their

longest (safe) input, so pf � 1 will su�ce for them.

De�nition by Safe Composition: Let f(~x; ~y) =

g(u(~x; ); v(~x; ~y)), and suppose pg , pu, and pv are poly-

nomials satisfying Lemma 15 for functions g, u, and v

respectively. Then

jf(~x; ~y)j � pg(ju(~x; )j) � jv(~x; ~y)j

� pg(pu(j~xj)) � pv(j~xj) �max(j~yj; 1)

so it would su�ce to let pf (j~xj) = pg(pu(j~xj)) � pv(j~xj).
The proof for multiple functions ~u and ~v is similar.

De�nition by Very Safe DCR: Let

f(z; b; ~x; ~y) =

8>><
>>:
g(z; ~x; ~y) if jzj � jbj
h(; z; ~x; ~y;

f(Fh(z); b; ~x; ~y);

f(Bh(z); b; ~x; ~y))

if jzj > jbj

and suppose we know, by an inductive assumption,

that (for some polynomial pg and constant kh)

jg(z; ~x; ~y)j � pg(jzj; j~xj) �max(j~yj; 1)



and

jh(; z; ~x; ~y; u1; u2)j � kh �max(jzj; j~xj; j~yj; ju1j; ju2j)

Then we prove, by induction on jzj, that

jf(z; b; ~x; ~y)j �

� k
dlog(jzj)e
h �max(jzj; jbj; j~xj; pg(jbj; j~xj) �max(j~yj))

Note that k
dlog(jzj)e
h � k

log(jzj)+1
h = kh � jzj

log(kh) is

polynomial in jzj, so the entire bound is polynomial in

jzj; jbj; j~xj and linear in max(j~yj) as desired.
The base case, for jzj � jbj, is obvious. For larger

jzj, we know

jf(z; b; ~x; ~y)j �

� kh �max(jzj; j~xj; j~yj;
jf(Bh(z); b; ~x; ~y)j; jf(Fh(z); b; ~x; ~y)j)

� kh �max(jzj; j~xj; j~yj; k
dlog(d jzj

2 e)e
h �

max(

�
jzj

2

�
; jbj; j~xj; pg(jbj; j~xj) �max(j~yj)))

� k
1+dlog(djzj=2e)e
h �

max(jzj; jbj; j~xj; pg(jbj; j~xj) �max(j~yj))

assuming pg(jbj; j~xj) � 1

(Note jzj � 1 because we're in the induction

step, and kh � 1 because otherwise f has

linear growth rate and we're done)

= k
1+dlog(jzj)e�1
h �

max(jzj; jbj; j~xj; pg(jbj; j~xj) �max(j~yj))

= k
dlog(jzj)e
h �max(jzj; jbj; j~xj; pg(jbj; j~xj) �max(j~yj))

as desired.

Lemma 17 If f(~x; ~y) 2 vsc(BASE), then there are

constants kf and cf and a LOGTIME-uniform cir-

cuit family F computing the bit-graph of f with depth

bound

dF [~x; ~y] � kf �max(jj~xjj) + cf

Corollary 18 If f(; ~y) 2 vsc(BASE), then f can be

computed by a LOGTIME-uniform family of constant-

depth circuits; that is, it's in FNC0.

Again the corollary is in fact the key to the proof:

when a function of constant circuit depth is iterated

log(jzj) times, the result has depth O(log(jzj)).
Proof : The BASE functions all have extremely sim-

ple circuits. The circuits for �; 0, and 1 are in fact

constant-valued, while the functions �
i;j
k ,MSP , LSP ,

Conc, Fh, Bh, Ins0, and Ins1 can each be computed

by wires routing inputs to outputs, with no gates at

all. These are functions whose interesting dependency

is entirely on the lengths of their inputs, which can be

computed, added, subtracted, halved, and doubled by

a random-access, log-time, deterministic machine. So

all these functions have LOGTIME-uniform, constant-

depth, bounded-fanin circuits. Cond, Or, and Not

actually use some gates, but they too are clearly in

FNC0.

De�nition by Safe Composition: Suppose

f(~x; ~y) = g(u(~x; ); v(~x; ~y)). Suppose also that

kg; cg ; ku; cu; kv; and cv are constants satisfying

Lemma 17 for circuit families G;U , and V . Finally,

suppose (by Lemma 15) pu is a polynomial such that

ju(~x; )j � pu(j~xj). Since pu(j~xj) is bounded by a

monic polynomial in max(j~xj), we assume without loss

of generality that it actually is one, i.e. pu(j~xj) =

au �max(j~xj)deg(pu).

Then

dF [~x; ~y] �

� dG[u(~x; ); v(~x; ~y)] + max(dU [~x; ]; dV [~x; ~y])

� kg � jju(~x; )jj+ cg +

max(ku �max(jj~xjj) + cu; kv �max(jj~xjj) + cv)

� kg � jau �max(j~xj)deg(pu)j+ cg +

max(ku �max(jj~xjj) + cu; kv �max(jj~xjj) + cv)

� kg � deg(pu) �max(jj~xjj) + jauj+ cg +

max(ku; kv) �max(jj~xjj) + max(cu; cv)

� (kg � deg(pu) + max(ku; kv)) �max(jj~xjj) +

max(cu; cv) + jauj+ cg

which is, as desired, linear in max(jj~xjj). As before,

the proof in the case that there are multiple functions

~u and ~v is similar.

De�nition by Very Safe DCR: Suppose

f(z; b; ~x; ~y) =

=

8>><
>>:
g(z; ~x; ~y) if jzj � max(jbj; 1)
h(; z; ~x; ~y;

f(Fh(z); b; ~x; ~y);

f(Bh(z); b; ~x; ~y))

if jzj > jbj

and that kg ; cg, and ch satisfy the present lemma for

circuit families G and H computing g and h respec-

tively. Let F denote the obvious circuit family for f :

an instance of circuit H , replacing each of its inputs

by either a smaller instance of F or an instance of G,



depending on whether jzj > jbj. Then for jzj > jbj,

df [z; b; ~x; ~y] �

� dH [; z; ~x; ~y; f(Fh(z); b; ~x; ~y); f(Bh(z); b; ~x; ~y)] +

dF [Bh(z); b; ~x; ~y]

� ch + dF [Bh(z); b; ~x; ~y]

� jjzjj � ch + dG[z; ~x; ~y]

� jjzjj � ch + kg �max(jjzjj; jj~xjj) + cg

� (ch + kg) �max(jjzjj; jj~xjj) + cg

Thus each bit of f(~x; ~y) can be computed in log

depth (and therefore polynomial size). Since there

are only polynomially many bits of output, the whole

value of f can be computed by NC1 circuits. This

proves one direction of Theorem 14.

Lemma 19 Given an alternating Turing machine M

with inputs ~X and an O(log(j ~X j)) time bound, there

is a function f( ~X; ) 2 vsc(BASE) such that

f( ~X; ) =

�
1 if M accepts ~X

0 if M rejects ~X

In other words, vsc(BASE) can simulate the compu-

tation of an arbitrary ALOGTIME machine.

The proof of this lemma is algorithmic and fairly

technical, and takes up most of the rest of Section 3.

Proof of Lemma 19: We start by de�ning a number

of utility functions to manipulate strings. The �rst is

ZEROES(;x) = LSP (;�; x)

which returns a string of zeroes of the same length as

x.

Next we de�ne

PADRT (;x; y) = Conc(x; ZEROES(;MSP (y; x)))

which pads its argument x on the right with zeroes to

length max(jxj; jyj).
We frequently wish to get at the leftmost or right-

most bit of a string.

LOBIT (;x) = LSP (;x; 1)

DELLOBIT (;x) = MSP (x; 1)

HIBIT (;x) = MSP (x;MSP (x; 1))

DELHIBIT (;x) = LSP (;x;MSP (x; 1))

We also de�ne a function to shift a number without

changing its length.

SHL(;x; y) = LSP (Conc(x; y); x)

shifts x left by appending y, discarding the high bits

so the result is the same length as x.

We would also like to be able to �nd the length of

a string.

Len(x; ) =

8<
:
� if jxj = 0

1 if jxj = 1

Conc(Len(Fh(x); ); 1) if jxj > 1

returns a string y such that jyj = jjxjj. Note that

Len(x; ) does not return a binary representation of jxj
itself.

Since a log-time Turing machine is de�ned with

random access to its read-only input tape, we need

a function to implement random access. We de�ne

GETBIT (X ; i) to return bit i of the normal param-

eter X , treating i as a binary number. By conven-

tion, if jij > log(jX j) we shall only pay attention

to the low log(jX j) bits of i, while if jij < log(jX j)
we pad i on the left with zeroes. We also assume

jX j is a power of 2. The function is de�ned by si-

multaneous, very safe DCR: let GETBIT (X ; i) =

f1(X ;X;LSP (i;DELLOBIT (;Len(X ; )))) where

f1(Y ;X; i) =

=

8>>>><
>>>>:

X if Y � 1

Fh(f1(Fh(Y );X; i))

if Y > 1 and HIBIT (; f2(Fh(Y );X; i)) = 1

Bh(f1(Fh(Y );X; i))

if Y > 1 and HIBIT (; f2(Fh(Y );X; i)) = 0

f2(Y ;X; i) =

=

�
PADRT (; i;X) if jY j � 1

SHL(;Fh(f2(Fh(Y );X; i))); 1) if jY j > 1

Note that jX j = jPADRT (; i;X)j, so the equal-

length requirement is met at the base level. It is also

easily proven by induction that jf1(Y ;X; i)j =
jXj
jY j is

a power of 2 for all X;Y that arise in the recursion.

In particular, jf1(Fh(Y );X; i)j is always even, so if

jf1(Fh(Y );X; i)j = jf2(Fh(Y );X; i)j then the lengths

of Fh(f1(Fh(Y );X; i)), Bh(f1(Fh(Y );X; i)), and

SHL(;Fh(f2(Fh(Y );X; i)); 1) are all equal. Thus

this de�nition meets all the equal-length criteria of

Lemma 11, and so GETBIT 2 vsc(BASE).

As for its correctness, the GETBIT function �rst

coerces i to length log(jX j) = jjX jj � 1, discarding

high bits if i is too long and left-padding with zeroes

if it's too short, and then goes into the simultaneous

recursion. At each step on the way up, the high bit of

i determines whether to keep the front or back half of

X ; the other half is discarded, as is the high bit of i.

By the time the functions return, i has been reduced

to nothing and X to a single bit, which is the answer.



Now that these general-purpose utility functions

are de�ned, we turn our attention to the particular

machine we wish to simulate. We assume without loss

of generality that all computation paths in the ma-

chine are the same length, that the con�gurations of

the machine form layers strictly alternating between

universal and existential states (say, the last non-leaf

layer is existential), that each non-leaf con�guration

has exactly two successor con�gurations, and that ac-

cess to the input tapes is only at leaf con�gurations.

These assumptions increase the alternating time by

only a constant factor.

Suppose we're given an ALOGTIME machine M

with j random-access input tapes and k work tapes,

running in time bounded by t = d �max(jj ~X jj), where
X1 : : : Xj are the contents of the input tapes. Then

De�nition 20 A con�guration ofM is a tuple (in the

sense of De�nition 9)

hq; IL1; IR1; : : : ILj ; IRj ;WL1;WR1; : : :WLk;WRki
where

q represents �nite state information,

ILi represents the contents of index tape i to the left

of the head, with the lowest-signi�cance bits rep-

resenting the squares closest to the head,

WLi the contents of work tape i to the left of the head

(similarly),

IRi the contents of index tape i from the head right-

wards (lowest-signi�cance bits representing the

square under the head), and

WRi the contents of work tape i from the head right-

wards (similarly).

Each element of the tuple is a string of length exactly

t (assuming this is su�cient for the number of states).

Since the lengths of the elements are �xed and

equal, they can all be encoded as described in De�-

nition 9. Note that the inputs ~X are not an explicit

part of a con�guration.

We de�ne BLOWUP ( ~X; ) to yield a string of

length 2t � 1 = 2d�max(jj ~Xjj) � 1
:
= max(j~xj)d, so that

jjBLOWUP ( ~X; )jj = d � max(jj ~X jj) = t, by compos-

ing d invocations of the COPY function and suitable

numbers of Conc functions.

De�ne a function INITM ( ~X ; ) to return the con�g-

uration comprising (an encoding of) the start state, j

empty index tapes of length t, and k empty work tapes

of the same size. This is clearly in vsc(BASE): we

can compute Len(;BLOWUP ( ~X; )) to get something

of length t, apply ZEROES to make it an empty tape,

then form a tuple of �nitely many such things and the

start state with COMB.

De�ne two functions NEXTL and NEXTR, each

taking a con�guration and returning another, to cor-

respond to the \left child" and \right child" of a given

con�guration. Note that the current state can be

tested bit-by-bit by a �nite composition of Cond and

MSP functions, and a new state can be generated

by concatenating constant functions. Similarly, the

currently visible square of any tape can be extracted

and tested withMSP and Cond, and tape head move-

ment and writing can be easily done withMSP , Conc,

and LSP . No recursion is used in the de�nitions of

NEXTL and NEXTR so they can accept their con-

�guration parameters as \safe".

Next we'd like to build a binary tree of all the

possible bit-strings of length t, to be used as paths

from root to leaves. But for technical reasons we ac-

tually produce a tree not of paths but of \inated

paths", in which the bits of interest appear in bit po-

sitions 0; 1; 3; 7; : : :2t � 1, and the bits in between are

ignored. (Each of 2t paths is inated to length 2t,

so the tree has length 22t, which is still polynomial

since t = O(jj ~X jj).) Producing this binary tree, which

must contain a di�erent inated path at each leaf, with

bitwise-similar leaves near one another in the tree and

with an easy mechanism for distinguishing universal

branches from existential ones, is the most complex

part of the proof.

De�nition 21 If x is a bit-string, we de�ne the de-

ation of x as the bit string y, of length jjxjj, such that

for all i < jyj, Bit(i; y) = Bit(2i � 1; x). Conversely,

we say any such x is an ination of y. A string x

is a full ination of y if x is an ination of y and

jxj = 2jyj�1.

The function that produces this binary tree of in-

ated paths is de�ned as follows:

PATHS(x; ) =

8<
:
� if jxj = 0

01 if jxj = 1

h(;PATHS(Bh(x); )) if jxj > 1

where

h(; v) =

8>><
>>:
Conc(Ins0(v); Ins1(v))

if HIBIT (; v) 6= HIBIT (;Bh(v))

Conc(Ins0(v); Ins1(Not(v)))

if HIBIT (; v) = HIBIT (;Bh(v))

Clearly each iteration of h quadruples the length of

the function, so if jxj is a power of 2,

jPATHS(x; )j = 2 � 4log(jxj) = 2jxj2



The value of PATHS(x; ) can be usefully interpreted

as 2jxj blocks of length jxj. Indeed, it can be thought

of as (the root of) a binary tree: de�ne N
i;x
k , the k-th

node of height i in PATHS(x; ), to be bits k � 2ijxj
through (k + 1) � 2ijxj � 1, as long as these numbers

are less than 2jxj2, the total number of bits. Then the

nodes of height 0, the leaves, are the individual blocks

of length jxj and the left and right children of any non-
leaf node are its front and back halves. Furthermore,

the following are all equivalent:

� N
i;x
j is a descendant of N

i0;x
j0

� j02i
0

jxj � j2ijxj < (j + 1)2ijxj � (j0 + 1)2i
0

jxj

� j02i
0

� j2i < (j + 1)2i � (j0 + 1)2i
0

Note that this last inequality is independent of x.

The less obvious properties of PATHS are pre-

sented in the following technical lemma. The notation

�x denotes \either x or Not(x)".

Lemma 22 Let jxj be a power of 2 and i �
log(2jxj) = jjxjj. Then

1. If jxj > 1, and if j � bjxj=2ic, then N
i;x
j =

Ins0(N
i;Bh(x)

j�bjxj=2ic)

while if j < bjxj=2ic, then

N
i;x
j = Ins1(�N

i;Bh(x)

j�bjxj=2ic)

2. For any node in PATHS(x; ) of height i > 0, the

high bits of its two children are equal i� i is even.

3. The following are equivalent, for any two leaves

N
0;x
j1

and N
0;x
j2

in PATHS(x; ):

(a) The leaves have a common ancestor of height

i.

(b) The leaves have the same rightmost bjxj=2ic
bits.

(c) The leaves' deations have the same right-

most jjxjj � i bits.

4. If PATHS(x; ) is interpreted as a tree, its leaves

comprise one full ination of each path of length

jjxjj.

The proof of this lemma involves a number of

straightforward but tedious inductions, and we omit

it, but illustrate it by the following Example:

PATHS(�; ) = �; no blocks of length 0

PATHS(1; ) = 0̂1̂; 2 blocks of length 1

PATHS(11; ) =
z}|{
00

z}|{
10

z}|{
01

z}|{
11 ;

4 blocks of length 2

PATHS(1111; ) =

=
z}|{
0000

z}|{
1000

z}|{
0010

z}|{
1010

z}|{
1111

z}|{
0111

z}|{
1101

z}|{
0101;

8 blocks of length 4, each of which is the full ination

of a distinct 3-bit path.

PATHS(11111111; ) =

=
z }| {
00000000

z }| {
10000000

z }| {
00001000

z }| {
10001000z }| {

10101010
z }| {
00101010

z }| {
10100010

z }| {
00100010z }| {

01010101
z }| {
11010101

z }| {
01011101

z }| {
11011101z }| {

11111111
z }| {
01111111

z }| {
11110111

z }| {
01110111;

16 blocks of length 8, each of which is the full ination

of a distinct 4- bit path.

The reader may also verify the remaining properties

in these examples.

Now, recalling that jjBLOWUP ( ~X; )jj = t, the

time bound of the alternating machine, it follows that

PATHS(BLOWUP ( ~X; ); ) produces a binary tree of

full inations of all the possible length-t paths. Given

one such path P and a starting con�guration C, we

must �nd the con�guration reached by following that

path.

NEXT (;P;C) = Cond(HIBIT (;P );

NEXTL(;C);

NEXTR(;C))

computes NEXTL if the high bit of P is set, and

otherwise NEXTR. Recursion on this function yields

GETLEAF (P ;C) =

=

8>><
>>:
NEXT (;P;C)

if jP j � 1

NEXT (;P;GETLEAF (Bh(P );C))

otherwise

The GETLEAF function chops the inated path in

half repeatedly, each time extracting a single bit of

path information (this is why the path was inated

in the �rst place) and �nding a left or a right child

according to that bit; when no path remains, i.e. after

t choppings, it uses the root con�guration C.

Next, having found our leaf con�guration, we must

decide whether it is an accepting con�guration. This

requires checking whether the state is an accepting

state, a rejecting state, or a query state, and if the last,

testing the appropriate bit of the appropriate input

(using GETBIT on the \normal" input parameters
~X). No recursion is required except that to de�ne

GETBIT , and we can de�ne EV ALLEAF ( ~X;C).

Now we can de�ne the f0; 1g-valued function

EV ALTREE(T; s; ~X;C) as follows (s is intended to



be any fully-inated path, i.e. jsj = 2t�1):

EV ALTREE(T; s; ~X;C) =

=

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

EV ALLEAF ( ~X;GETLEAF (T ;C))

if jT j � jsj

EV ALTREE(Fh(T ); s; ~X;C)^

EV ALTREE(Bh(T ); s; ~X;C)

if jT j > jsj and the height of T is odd

EV ALTREE(Fh(T ); s; ~X;C)_

EV ALTREE(Bh(T ); s; ~X;C)

if jT j > jsj and the height of T is even

or, more formally,

EV ALTREE(T; s; ~X;C) =

=

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

EV ALLEAF ( ~X;GETLEAF (T ;C))

if jT j � jsj
h(;T;

EV ALTREE(Fh(T ); s; ~X;C);

EV ALTREE(Bh(T ); s; ~X;C))

if jT j > jsj

where

h(;T; u1; u2) = Cond(;HIBIT (;T );

Cond(;HIBIT (;Bh(T ));

Cond(;u1; 1; u2);

Cond(;u1; u2; 0));

Cond(;HIBIT (;Bh(T ));

Cond(;u1; u2; 0);

Cond(;u1; 1; u2)))

Finally, jBLOWUP ( ~X; )j = 2t � 1 and so

jBh(BLOWUP ( ~X ; ))j =
l
2t�1
2

m
= 2t�1, so the simu-

lation of the ATM can be accomplished by

SIMULATE( ~X; ) =

= EV ALTREE(PATHS(BLOWUP ( ~X; ); );

Bh(BLOWUP ( ~X; )); ~X ;

INITM( ~X; ))

Thus ALOGTIME � vsc(BASE). This com-

pletes the proof of Lemma 19.

Lemma 23 If F (~x; ) has exactly polynomial growth

rate, and there is a function f(~x; i; ) 2 vsc(BASE)

such that

(8i < jF (~x; )j)(f(~x; i; ) = Bit(i; F (~x; )))

then F (~x; ) 2 vsc(BASE).

Proof of Lemma 23: We have already noted

that any polynomial growth rate can be attained in

vsc(BASE), so we can de�ne a function SIZEF such

that jSIZEF (~x; )j = jF (~x; )j. Now we build a binary

tree, similar to PATHS, each of whose leaves contains

a di�erent value, but this time the values are the bi-

nary numbers 0 : : : jSIZEF (~x; )j � 1 in reverse order.

We can then de�ne F by very safe DCR on such a tree

T as follows:

F (~x; ) = F 0(T; Len(SIZEF (~x; ); ); ~x; ~y)

F 0(T; z; ~x; ) =

=

8<
:
f(T; ~x; ) if jT j � jzj
Conc(F 0(Fh(T ); z; ~x; ); F 0(Bh(T ); z; ~x; ))

if jT j > jzj

The iterated function is Conc, which is associa-

tive; so the e�ect is simply to concatenate the bits

f(jzj�1; ~x; ), f(jzj�2; ~x; ); : : : f(1; ~x; ), f(0; ~x; ), where

the numbers jzj � 1; jzj � 2; : : : 1; 0 are given to f in

binary. (Note that if F were allowed safe parameters,

and they a�ected its length, SIZEF would depend on

those parameters, and therefore could not be used in

a normal position in F 0. This is why the F in this

lemma only takes normal parameters; the lemma is

somewhat weaker than we might like, but it su�ces

to prove Theorem 14.)

All that remains is to build, given a string z, a list

of the numbers from 0 : : : jzj � 1 in binary, in reverse

order. We de�ne it by simultaneous, very safe DCR:

COUNTUP (z; ) = f2(z;Len(z; ))

f1(z; b) =

8>>>><
>>>>:

� if jzj = 0

SHL(;ZEROES(; b); 1) if jzj = 1

Conc(SHL(; f1(Bh(z); b); 0);

SHL(; f1(Bh(z); b); 0))

if jzj > 1

f2(z; b) =

8>>>><
>>>>:

� if jzj = 0

ZEROES(; b) if jzj = 1

Conc(Or(f1(Bh(z); b); f2(Bh(z); b));

f2(Bh(z); b))

if jzj > 1

Clearly, jf1j = jf2j = jbj at the base level, and each

of f1 and f2 exactly doubles in length at each recur-

sive step, so this de�nition meets the requirements of

Lemma 11.

As for how it works, f1(z; b) is the concatenation

of jzj identical blocks of length jbj, each composed of

zeroes except for a 1 in bit position jjzjj � 1: shifting

such a list of blocks left by one bit has the e�ect of

shifting over the 1 in each block simultaneously. (All

this is precisely correct only if jzj is a power of 2, which
we shall assume henceforth.)



f2(z; b) starts as a block of zeroes (for jzj = 1), and

at each subsequent step two copies of it are concate-

nated, the �rst having a high bit set in each of its

blocks by OR-ing with f1(z; b). Thus if f2(Bh(z); b)

lists the binary numbers
jzj
2
� 1; : : : 1; 0 in blocks of

size jbj, then f2(z; b) lists jzj � 1; : : :
jzj
2

followed by
jzj
2
� 1; : : : 1; 0, i.e. jzj � 1; : : : 1; 0 as desired.

Plugging the resulting COUNTUP (z; ) in place of

the T in the above de�nition of F completes the proof

of the lemma. This comprehension capability allows

us to pass from a function de�ned by its bit-graph

(as produced by Lemma 19) to the function itself. In

combination with Lemmas 15 and 17, this completes

the proof of Theorem 14.

4 Characterizing Uniform Polylog

Depth

Theorem 24 The following are equivalent:

1. f(~x; ) 2 sc(BASE)

2. f(~x) can be computed from ~x by a LOGTIME-

uniform, polylog depth circuit family, and f has

2poly(jj~xjj) growth rate

3. the i-th bit of f(~x) can be computed from i and ~x

in alternating polylog time, and f has 2poly(jj~xjj)

growth rate

4. f(~x) can be computed by a deterministic Turing

machine in polylogarithmic space (not counting a

write-only output tape)

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 14. We

prove (1 ) 2) and (3 ) 1) directly. (2 () 3)

is a result of Ruzzo [12]. (3 ) 4) follows from a re-

sult of Borodin, quoted in [6] as Theorem 4.2. And

(4 ) 3) is easily proven by a technique similar to

that of Savitch's Theorem.

Lemma 25 If f(~x; ~y) 2 sc(BASE), then there is a

polynomial pf with nonnegative coe�cients such that

jf(~x; ~y)j � 2pf (jj~xjj) �max(j~yj; 1)

Proof of Lemma 25: As pointed out before, all the

BASE functions have linear growth rate, easily satis-

fying this criterion.

De�nition by Safe Composition: If f(~x; ~y) is de-

�ned by safe composition as g(u(~x); v(~x; ~y)), and if pg,

pu, and pv are polynomials satisfying the Lemma for

functions g, u, and v respectively, then

jf(~x; ~y)j � 2pg(jju(~x)jj) � jv(~x; ~y)j

� 2pg(j2
pu(jj~xjj)j) � 2pv(jj~xjj) �max(j~yj; 1)

� 2pg(pu(jj~xjj)+1) � 2pv(jj~xjj) �max(j~yj; 1)

� 2pg(pu(jj~xjj)+1)+pv(jj~xjj) �max(j~yj; 1)

so the statement is satis�ed by letting

pf (jj~xjj) = pg(pu(jj~xjj) + 1) + pv(jj~xjj)

De�nition by Safe DCR: On the other hand, if

f(z; b; ~x; ~y) is de�ned by safe DCR on the parameter

z, to wit:

f(z; b; ~x; ~y) =

=

8>><
>>:
g(z; ~x; ~y)

if jzj � max(jbj; 1)
h(z; ~x; f(Fh(z); b; ~x; ~y); f(Bh(z); b; ~x; ~y); ~y)

if jzj > jbj

and pg and ph are polynomials satisfying the Lemma

for functions g and h respectively, then we prove by

induction on jzj that

jf(z; b; ~x; ~y)j �

� 2dlog(jzj)e�ph(jjzjj;jj~xjj)+pg(jjbjj;jj~xjj) �max(j~yj; 1)

The base case, for jzj � jbj, is obvious. For larger

jzj, we know

jf(z; b; ~x; ~y)j �

� 2jjzjj;jj~xjj) �

max(jf(Fh(z); b; ~x; ~y)j; jf(Bh(z); b; ~x; ~y)j; j~yj)

� 2ph(jjzjj;jj~xjj) �

max
�
2dlog(d

jzj
2 e)e�ph(jd

jzj
2 ej;jj~xjj)+pg(jjbjj;jj~xjj); j~yj

�
� 2ph(jjzjj;jj~xjj) �

max
�
2(dlog(jzj)e�1)�ph(jjzjj;jj~xjj)+pg(jjbjj;jj~xjj); j~yj

�
� 2ph(jjzjj;jj~xjj) �

2(dlog(jzj)e�1)�ph(jjzjj;jj~xjj)+pg(jjbjj;jj~xjj) �max(j~yj)

� 2dlog(jzj)e�ph(jjzjj;jj~xjj)+pg(jjbjj;jj~xjj) �max(j~yj)

as desired.

Lemma 26 If f(~x; ~y) 2 sc(BASE), then there is a

polynomial qf with nonnegative coe�cients and a uni-

form circuit family F computing f 's bit-graph such

that for all ~x; ~y,

dF [~x; ~y] � qf (jj~xjj) �max(jj~yjj; 1)



Proof of Lemma 26: All the BASE functions can

obviously be computed in such a fashion. For the re-

maining cases, we assume wolog that dF [~a;~b] and the

like are monotone in the lengths of their arguments.

De�nition by Safe Composition: If f(~x; ~y) is de-

�ned by safe composition as g(u(~x; ); v(~x; ~y)), then

let pg, pu, and pv be polynomials whose exponen-

tials bound the growth of g, u, and v respectively as

in Lemma 25, and let qg , qu, and qv be polynomials

bounding the circuit depth required to compute g, u,

and v with circuit families G, U , and V respectively,

by an inductive hypothesis on the present lemma. And

let F be the obvious circuits for f : a copy of circuit

G, with each input replaced by a copy of circuit U or

V as appropriate.

dF [~x; ~y] �

� dG[u(~x; ); v(~x; ~y)] + max(dU [~x; ]; dV [~x; ~y])

� qg(jju(~x; )jj) � jjv(~x; ~y)jj+

max(qu(jj~xjj); qv(jj~xjj) �max(jj~yjj; 1))

� qg(pu(jj~xjj)) �max(pv(jj~xjj) + max(jj~yjj; 1)) +

max(qu(jj~xjj); qv(jj~xjj) �max(jj~yjj; 1))

� qg(pu(jj~xjj)) � pv(jj~xjj) �max(jj~yjj; 1) +

(qu(jj~xjj) + qv(jj~xjj)) �max(jj~yjj; 1)

= (qg(pu(jj~xjj)) � pv(jj~xjj) + qu(jj~xjj) + qv(jj~xjj)) �

max(jj~yjj; 1)

so the statement is satis�ed by letting

qf (~r) = qg(pu(~r)) � pv(~r) + qu(~r) + qv(~r))

Again, the proof in the case that there are multiple

functions ~u and ~v is similar.

De�nition by Safe DCR: Now suppose

f(z; b; ~x; ~y) is de�ned by safe DCR on the parameter

z, to wit:

f(z; b; ~x; ~y) =

=

8>><
>>:
g(z; ~x; ~y)

if jzj � jbj
h(z; ~x; f(Fh(z); b; ~x; ~y); f(Bh(z); b; ~x; ~y); ~y)

if jzj > jbj

Let pf , pg, and ph be polynomials satisfying Lemma 25

for functions f , g, and h respectively, and qg and qh
be polynomials satisfying Lemma 26 for circuit fami-

lies G and H . And let F be the obvious circuits for

f : an instance of circuit H , but replacing each of its

inputs by a smaller instance of F or an instance of G,

depending on whether jzj > jbj.
We know that, for all jz0j � jzj,

jf(z0; ~x; ~y)j � 2pf (jjzjj;jjbjj;jj~xjj) �max(j~yj; 1)

so if h(z; ~x;u1; u2; ~y) is called in the course of comput-

ing f(z; b; ~x; ~y), we can be assured that

ju1j; ju2j � 2pf (jjzjj;jjbjj;jj~xjj) �max(j~yj; 1)

and therefore jju1jj and jju2jj are each at most

pf (jjzjj; jjbjj; jj~xjj) + max(jj~yjj; 1). With this in mind,

then,

dF [z; b; ~x; ~y] �

� max( dG[z; ~x; ~y];

dH [z; ~x; f(Fh(z); b; ~x; ~y); f(Bh(z); b; ~x; ~y)]+

max(dF [Fh(z); b; ~x; ~y]; dF [Bh(z); b; ~x; ~y]))

� max(dG[z; ~x; ~y];

dH [z; ~x; f(Fh(z); b; ~x; ~y); f(Bh(z); b; ~x; ~y); ~y]+

dF [Bh(z); b; ~x; ~y])

by monotonicity of dF

� dG[z; ~x; ~y]+�Pjjzjj
i=jjbjj+1 qh(i; jj~xjj)

�
�

max(pf (jjzjj; jjbjj; jj~xjj) + max(jj~yjj; 1); jj~yjj)

by the remarks above

� dG[z; ~x; ~y] + jjzjj � qh(jjzjj; jj~xjj)�
(pf (jjzjj; jjbjj; jj~xjj) + max(jj~yjj; 1))

by monotonicity of qh

� qg(jjzjjjj~xjj) �max(jj~yjj; 1) + jjzjj � qh(jjzjj; jj~xjj)�
(pf (jjzjj; jjbjj; jj~xjj) + max(jj~yjj; 1))

� (jjzjj � qh(jjzjj; jj~xjj) � (pf (jjzjj; jjbjj; jj~xjj) + 1)+

qg(jjzjj; jj~xjj)) �max(jj~yjj; 1)

and so it would su�ce to let qf (jjzjj; jjbjj; jj~xjj) be

jjzjj�qh(jjzjj; jj~xjj)�(pf (jjzjj; jjbjj; jj~xjj)+1)+qg(jjzjj; jj~xjj)

Thus each bit of f(~x; ~y) can be computed in polylog

depth, 2polylog size. Since there are at most 2polylog

bits of output, the whole function value is computable

by polylog-depth, 2polylog-size circuits. This is one

direction of Theorem 24.

For the remaining direction, we shall show that

Lemma 27 Given an alternating Turing machine M

with inputs ~X and time bound polynomial in log(j ~Xj),
there is a function f 2 sc(BASE) such that

f( ~X ; ) =

�
1 if M accepts ~X

0 if M rejects ~X

In other words, sc(BASE) can simulate the computa-

tion of an arbitrary polylog-time alternating machine.



The proof of this is almost identical to that of

Lemma 19. The di�erence is that with merely-safe

DCR we can de�ne not only COPY but #3, and with

this growth rate we can build and evaluate a binary

tree of polylog rather than merely O(log) depth.

With #3 in hand, then, and given an alternating

machine with time bound t = pM (jj ~X jj), we can re-

de�ne BLOWUP ( ~X ; ) to have length 2pM (jj ~Xjj) � 1,

and hence jjBLOWUP ( ~X ; )jj � pM (jj ~X jj), by com-

posing deg(pM ) invocations of the #3 function as well

as suitable numbers of COPY and Conc functions.

We de�ne the functions ZEROES, INITM ,

GETBIT , NEXTL, NEXTR, NEXT , PATHS,

EV ALLEAF , GETLEAF , EV ALTREE, and

SIMULATE exactly as before; the result is that

EV ALTREE now evaluates an alternating and/or

tree of depth pM (jj ~X jj) rather than d �max(jj ~X jj), and
thus correctly simulates the alternating polylog-time

Turing machine.

Lemma 28 If F (~x; ) has growth rate 2p(jj~xjj), and

there is a function f(~x; i; ) 2 sc(BASE) such that

(8i < jF (~x; )j)(f(~x; i; ) = Bit(i; F (~x; ))), then F (~x; ) 2
sc(BASE).

Proved exactly as Lemma 23, with larger growth

rates.

5 Conclusions and Observations

The most unfamiliar functions in BASE are, of

course, Ins0 and Ins1, although they are in FNC0

and hence not computationally di�cult. An alternate

way to prove the theorems in this paper would be to

omit them but add some form of concatenation recur-

sion, analogous to Clote's Concatenation Recursion on

Notation (see [7]).

Our Theorem 14 bears a resemblance to Theo-

rem 3.3 of [10], which �rst de�nes the \simple func-

tions" as the closure of a few speci�c functions (similar

to our BASE functions) under composition, and then

characterizes ALOGTIME as the closure of the simple

functions, together with an equality test, under com-

position and \upward tree recursion", a scheme that

allows branching iteration of any simple function. Our

analogue of Compton & LaFlamme's simple functions

are all those functions with no normal parameters, a

purely syntactic de�nition which we feel makes the

recursion scheme's de�nition cleaner. In addition, we

need no a priori polynomial size bound, need not treat

the equality test as a special case, and our bit-string

formulation seems more natural than the �nite-models

formulation in that paper.

Theorem 24 can be seen as analogous to The-

orem 2.1 of [1], which characterizes NC, circuits

of simultaneous polylog depth and polynomial size.

The reason Allen's system describes NC while Theo-

rem 24 describes polylog-depth circuits is simply that

Allen's recursion schemes involve an explicit polyno-

mial size bound. ([1] actually gives both a recursion-

theoretic and a proof- theoretic characterization of

NC, the latter using the theory D1, which is equiv-

alent to the bounded arithmetic theory R1
2. Buss,

Kraj���cek, and Takeuti [5], by replacing R1
2 with R1

3,

have characterized polylog space proof-theoretically.)

The present result also requires only two function-

combination schemes (safe composition and safe DCR)

rather than the four (composition, p-comprehension,

log-bounded recursion on notation, and polynomial-

bounded branching recursion) in [1], and uses simpler

base functions.

The technique of distinguishing safe parameters pi-

oneered in [3] has now been extended to characterize

both polylog space and alternating log time, and has

proven itself to be a clean, general idea. We speculate

that further variants thereon may yield useful char-

acterizations of log space, NC, NCk, and other com-

plexity classes. (Bellantoni, in [2], extends the charac-

terization of P to the polynomial hierarchy. In recent

personal communication he claims to have character-

ized logspace and NC in a similar manner, but the

author has not seen the proofs.) In addition, these

clean functional characterizations may provide tech-

niques for developing new proof-theoretic characteri-

zations in the style of [4].
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